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Quiz: Privacy: Who Needs It 

 Directions:  Select the answer that best completes the sentence 

1) A benefit of internet companies collecting personal data on us users is that 

_______________________. 

A) they can manipulate what we see and what we believe  
B) it stops us from receiving  emails and phone calls we don’t want 
C) they can direct us to things we’re interested in, such as restaurants nearby 
D) we never have to worry about getting our identity stolen   

 

2) According to Edward Snowden, people who are not concerned about their privacy on the internet 

_______________________. 

A) have nothing to hide 
B) don’t understand how internet data collection can be used 
C) usually don’t use the internet so it doesn’t affect them  
D) realize that data collected from them on the internet will be put to good use 
 

3) The documentary titled The Social Dilemma claims that Facebook _______________________. 

A) can control humans’ behavior without those people even knowing it   
B) paid users to in order to get their data 
C) promotes freedom by allowing all people to express their views 
D) doesn’t charge users because they are not greedy 

 

4) If your cell calls, internet searches, emails, and text messages are not encrypted, all of the following 

are true except_______________________. 

A) the government and other people can access that information without you knowing 
B) the government assumes you aren’t doing anything wrong 
C) internet service providers and search engines can store and sell your data 
D) your privacy is still protected by federal and state laws 

 

5) The main idea of this video is that _______________________. 

A) privacy is a choice that will never be taken away 
B) data encryption is only for people with bad intentions  
C) we should be concerned about data collection and mass surveillance     
D) Facebook and Google are monopolies the government should break up 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Privacy: Who Needs It  - Answer Key: 

1.  C 

2.  B 

3.  A 

4.  B 

5.  C 


